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Notice

Anubex makes no warranty that the content of this document is timely or complete; or is free
of omissions, inaccuracies, typographical errors, or other errors. All contents of this document,
including but not limited to the text and images contained therein, are made available on an
"as is" basis without any warranty, express or implied, of any kind, including the implied
warranties of merchantability, title, non-infringement, quality, or fitness for any particular
purpose.
 

Certain sections of this document may contain forward-looking statements that are based on
product management’s expectations, estimates, projections and assumptions. Words like
“plans,” “intends,” “expects,” “believes,” “future,” “estimates” and variations of these words
and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. These statements
are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which
are difficult to predict. Therefore, actual future results and trends may differ materially from
what is forecast in forward-looking statements due to a variety of factors.
 

Trademarks

Anubex, the dot logo, CodeTurn, DataTurn, TestMatch, DataMatch, and CobolBridge, are
trademarks of Anubex. These trademarks may not be used without the permission of Anubex.
The absence of a product, company, or service name or logo from this list does not constitute
a waiver of the trademark or other intellectual property rights of Anubex concerning that
name or logo.
 

Other trademarks that appear in this document are used for identification purposes only and
are the property of their respective owners. These marks may not be used without the
permission from these owners.

Copyright (c) Anubex and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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Transform the code immediately and start working natively in Java/C# from
then onwards; or 
Combine maintaining COBOL code with executing Java/C#. The developers can
make the transition to maintaining Java/C# gradually over time, for example
team by team. 

Organizations relying on legacy systems are under pressure to reduce costs and
make their IT infrastructure compatible with technologies that are essential to
digital transformation. As COBOL-based business applications tend to be large
monoliths and COBOL skills become increasingly scarce, IT leaders are looking
for solutions to integrate new digital capabilities and migrate to more modern
programming languages without interrupting business operations.
 
While some opt for a fast, automated transformation approach, others need to take
an alternative route, as they are hindered by “change management aspects”.
 
Anubex offers various paths to move from COBOL to Java or C#: 

1.

2.

 
Both options are described in this document.

Automated Application Modernization

TRANSFORMING COBOL INTO JAVA/C#
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The objective is to get off the old COBOL world into the rich Java or .NET ecosystem, with minimal effort
(i.e. automation) and maximal benefits. 
 
The transformation is executed by CodeTurn and is iso-functional, also called "like-for-like", or "1:1". It is
supported or complemented by other Anubex tools such as DataTurn for the data conversion, and
DataMatch and TestMatch for testing.

Components

In order to achieve the iso-functional behaviour, Anubex makes a landing platform with two runtime
support libraries available: 
a.  one for Java (COBOL Services for Java) and 
b.  one for C# (COBOL services for .NET).

At run time, the compiled application code uses the
COBOL services support library to ensure correct
behaviour.

 

At transformation time, COBOL sources are transformed
into Java/C# sources based on a set of transformation
rules:

AUTOMATED COBOL TO JAVA/C# TRANSFORMATION:
CODETURN

At maintenance time, the generated Java/C#
sources are maintained with any modern IDE. The
COBOL Services for Java/.Net support libraries are
needed to ensure the Java/C# compiler has
adequate information and the IDE provides
tooltip-style help on the COBOL API exposed by
the support library: 

The maintenance process results in compiled
Java/C# code: this is JVM or CLR byte code in the
form of jars/assemblies.
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Benefits of the CodeTurn Solution

The resulting source code can interact with and be extended by native Java/C# in a
simplified and more efficient way than when using COBOL with a compiler that compiles
JVM or CLR byte code.

The resulting application benefits from everything the Java/.Net ecosystems have to offer: 
o  modern development tools
o  lower costs (limited runtime license costs)
o  modernization and refactoring possibilities
o  cloud ready to be deployed in Docker containers

The resulting source code is perceived as very maintainable by original COBOL developers,
and maintainable by non-COBOL developers after some training.

The style of the resulting source code can be chosen by an ever-growing list of
transformation options and rules.
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If one intends to provide the COBOL developers more time to transition to the Java/C# world, or gradually
allow developer teams to switch from maintaining COBOL to maintaining Java/C#, Anubex provides a
solution based on its product, CobolBridge.
 
The COBOL maintenance experience is based on:

Visual Studio Code: a popular,
modern, open source IDE
developed by Microsoft, that
can be used and extended for
working with a variety of
programming languages.

CONTINUED COBOL MAINTENANCE: COBOLBRIDGE

CodeTurn: the exact same
toolset used for automated
COBOL to Java/C#
transformation. 

CobolBridge: a set of tools
that allow maintaining
COBOL code while
executing Java/C#.

Maintaining COBOL code inside Visual Studio Code: with all the expected intellisense + syntax-
highlighting as expected by modern developers. This is called COBOL VSCode Plugin below.
On-the-fly transforming the COBOL code to Java/C# and then compiling the Java/C# code using
CodeTurn.
Debugging the code is possible by running the JVM/CLR code and at the same time stepping through
the COBOL code in Visual Studio Code. This is referenced as the COBOL Debug Server. The JVM/CLR
code can be executed either locally or remotely.

CobolBridge Capabilities
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Aside from enabling this transformation and compilation flow from the Visual Studio Code IDE, it is also
ensured that this can be done "in batch", so that a DevOps pipeline can be set up – for example in Jenkins. 

The most important "extra" in this regard is ensuring the mapping files are generated and bundled with
the byte code, so that debugging is possible.

At maintenance time, COBOL sources can be edited inside Visual Studio Code: syntax highlighting,
and error reporting are provided by a COBOL VSCode plugin. This plugin will start the 
‘on-the-fly-transformation-and-compilation’ of these COBOL sources into JVM/CLR byte code. 

During the transformation, mapping files are generated so that at debug time, locations and expressions
in the Java/C# code can be related to locations and expressions in the original COBOL code.

Maintenance Time

COBOL VSCode Plugin

Visual Studio Code

COBOL  Sources

COBOL
Transformation

Rules

Java / C#
Sources

javac or
csc

Mapping
Files

ByteCode

Syntax highlighting 
Jump from variable to definition (also inside copybooks)
Jump from use of paragraph/section to definition
On-the-fly transformation and compilation 
Jump from syntax error to place in source where it occurs
Auto-completion of variable and other names
See outline of source 
Collapse sections and paragraphs

Supported Features
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The Debug Server acts as an intermediary between the running application (which has the application
binary code and the COBOL services support library) and the Visual Studio Code IDE. A user setting
breakpoints or stepping through the COBOL code inside Visual Studio Code, implicitly requests the
Debug Server to perform the equivalent operations in the running Java/.NET process and vice versa. 

The Debug Server also reports back the current state of the application in terms of COBOL locations and
expressions: the mapping files support this stage of the process. 

 Microsoft’s Debug Adaptor Protocol to communicate with VSCode
 The target language's debug interface to communicate with the running Java/.NET program of the
running Java/.NET virtual machine.

At debug time, the COBOL VSCode Plugin can be configured to connect to a ‘Debug Server’: this is a
separate component that supports both local and remote debugging.

The Debug Server is based on two well established protocols: 
1.
2.

Debug time

COBOL VSCode Plugin Java/C# COBOL
Support Library

Debug Server

JVM or CLR

Visual Studio Code

COBOL  Sources
Mapping Files Byte Code

JVM
 or CLR

Supported features

Set breakpoints (also in copybooks)
Inspect the value of any COBOL variable
Run to next breakpoint, jump into/over paragraphs
Inspect the COBOL CALL / PERFORM stack

Java or C#
Sources
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modern development tools
lower costs (limited runtime license costs)
modernization and refactoring possibilities
cloud ready to be deployed in Docker containers

COBOL developers only need to get trained in the new toolset; no need to learn Java or C#.

The resulting application can benefit from many features that the Java/.NET ecosystem has to offer: 

The generated Java/C# code is perceived as very maintainable by original COBOL developers and
maintainable by non-COBOL developers after adequate training.  This is very important, since at any
time in the future, one may decide to no longer maintain COBOL code. At that stage, no new
migration project is needed, the developer can just start maintaining the generated Java/C# directly
and continue to work.

The style of the resulting code can be chosen from an ever-growing list of transformation
options/rules which are closer or further away from COBOL. This means that, at any time, one can
choose one’s own style of transformation.

CobolBridge Benefits

For more information
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